Smart platform and
digital solution for
the construction
industry

The digital era starts
in the construction
and contracting
industries with
Logo j-Construction
Focused on end-to-end management of medium and large-sized businesses, the web-based Logo j-Platform
ERP solution is enriched with sector-specific modules. Among these modules, Logo j-Construction increases
the benefits of ERP in construction and project contracting companies by introducing the sector to the digital
world.

Logo j-Construction, the envoy of the
construction and contracting industry!
The construction industry is among the industries where management is a critical element due to
the volume of both materials and labor. Digital transformation is the most important facilitator for
the industry in all areas, from costs and allowances to sales and payments. Logo j-Platform, the
enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution which requires minimal investment costs and provides
maximum efficiency, thanks to its web-based structure, brings digitalization within businesses with
its Logo j Construction module, specially developed for the construction industry.
In addition, offers, field activities, projects, all financial and operational activities, and budgeting
processes can be easily managed on the web platform, in time and place-independent manner.

Use Logo j-Construction to efficiently
manage multiple projects and facilitate
your complex work processes.

What are the
advantages of
Logo j-Construction
module for your
business?
Effective monitoring of worksite processes
Coordination of dispersed structures
Efficient cooperation among all shareholders
Cost control and savings

Control, coordination and quality in
every step of your projects
The construction and project contracting industry, which has grown considerably in
recent years, is driven by the intense competition among many strong players. To gain an
advantage, technological solutions are critical to reduce costs and increase profitability in
such an environment.
Logo j-Construction module, has developed to overcome difficulties typically encountered
in the construction industry and enable digitalization in line with industrial dynamics.
Thanks to the central management of every sectors’ shareholders such as customers,
contractors and subcontractors along with dispersed structures, time losses and
unnecessary costs can be prevented. End-to-end management of all processes inside and
outside construction sites such as the following up of contractors, financial reporting, labor
management, auditing of maintenance and repair operations on construction machinery,
and all purchases via the Logo j-Construction solution facilitates operations and increases
quality and profitability.

Effective cost control and higher profitability in
construction projects!
Increased productivity from the bid processes
One of the most difficult stages for businesses operating in the construction industry is the
offer process, which constitutes the first step in projects. While preparing an offer requires
very meticulous studies in terms of work items, labor and materials to be used; the unit
price analysis monitoring and investigation-based offer preparation functions offered in
the Logo j-Construction module can greatly expedite this process. In this way, automation
and digital applications are used in the offer process in order to minimize any human
errors. Offer and project archives stored on the Logo j-Construction module can also
be used. With Logo j-Construction offer processes are expedited, construction projects
can be completed within planned budgets and profitability is increased, as there are no
unpredictable expenses.

Reliable offers and projects from the very first step!

Efficient monitoring and control of employer and
contractor processes
Subcontractors are of crucial importance in the construction and project contracting
industry. The efficient management of these shareholders plays a critical role in the
overall performance and efficiency of projects. The Logo j-Construction module allows
the effective management of relationships between employers and subcontractors, from
contract signing to progress payments. Work changes which occur during construction
can also be easily tracked on the system.

High efficiency of the work processes of every
shareholder!
Cost advantages in purchasing
In the construction and project contracting industry, how you manage purchasing costs (i.e.
costs of materials, vehicles, etc.), directly affects your profitability. The function of creating and
monitoring the project purchasing requests in Logo j-Construction enables an orderly followup and control over all of these costs. Thanks to the two-way integration among Purchasing,
Budget and Material Management modules in Logo j-Platform ERP, purchasing processes can
be performed more consistently and quickly. Effective monitoring of planned budget versus
realized costs allows businesses to take preventive steps, when required, in order to maintain
profitability.

Profitable projects within the planned budget!

What are the
advantages of
Logo j-Construction
module for your
business?
Financial reporting based on reliable data
Effective labor management
Optimization in material purchasing processes
Preparation of reports such as progress, construction diary and bill
of quantities, specific for project contracting processes

